
 

Crofton Junior School  

History Knowledge Organiser – The Maya (Year 5) 

 

Unit of Work History – The Maya: Chocolate, the Writing System, the Calendar System and Clues from the Past 

Text Driver the Unit of Work Links to Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

Key Strand Inventions and Legacy 

Overview of the Unit of Work Pupils will learn about the Ancient Maya period. They will use a range of sources to identify clues from the past 
in order to make deductions about the Maya and their significant advances in inventions, including chocolate, 
the Mayan writing system and the Mayan calendar system. Pupils with investigate how these advances left a 
lasting legacy of the Maya building one of the great civilisations in history. 

Prior Learning  Inventions and Legacy – Year 4 Victorians and a Local Study  

Sticky Knowledge Pupils will learn about:  

• The first evidence of cocoa as a drink comes from the Mayan people. Mayan chocolate was very 
different than the chocolate we know today (liquid form). 

• Cocoa was a significant part of the Mayan culture. Artefacts have been found that show kings and 
Mayan gods drinking chocolate. Cocoa was often consumed during religious ceremonies, and was used 
in marriage ceremonies for the upper classes.  

• The Maya was the only major civilisation in the Americas to develop a writing system that was able to 
represent their spoken language in symbolic form. 

• Only the most educated would have been able to use this writing system, so scribes became important 
and respected people. 

• The Maya were skilful mathematicians and astronomers and used their knowledge to build an accurate 
calendar system. 

• The Maya's mathematical and astronomy skills also influenced their architecture – temples and other 
public buildings were built so that sunlight would hit certain places at particular times of the year, often 
in time for a religious ceremony. 

New Vocabulary codices: plural of codex (an ancient type of book written by hand) 
anthropologist: people who study societies and culture 
currency: a medium of exchange for goods and services  



cocoa: harvested from cacoa trees to be used in chocolate and as a currency in trade 
agriculture: farming and keeping animals 
yields: amount of crops produced 
astronomy: the study of the Universe and everything in it 

Post Learning Inventions and Legacy - Year 6 Ancient Greeks and Anglo-Saxons in Britain 

 

 


